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Introduction
The concept of microperforated noise control treatments was introduced by Maa 1975; in that theory, the transfer impedance of the microperforated layer was calculated based on oscillatory viscous flow within a small cylinder combined with resistive and reactive end corrections (see Ref.
[1] for a comprehensive literature review related to microperforated materials). Initially, microperforated materials were the subject of mostly academic study since practical implementations were rare owing to the cost of manufacturing the materials with acceptable accuracy. However, recently, new manufacturing procedures have dramatically lowered the cost of these materials, and perhaps as a result, there has been renewed interest in studying their properties.
Since 1975, Maa's original theory has been widely used to predict the performance of microperforated materials. However, in principal, that theory can only be used to describe cylindrical perforation, while in practice, perforations are rarely cylindrical. In addition, there have been questions about the dependence of end corrections on frequency, and on the effect of coupling between the motion of the fluid in the perforations and the solid sheet in which they are formed. Additionally, in his original paper, Maa drew a distinction between the dissipative properties of thermally conducting and adiabatic materials. The latter topic, in particular, has not been considered by any investigators since the idea was introduced. The purpose of our presentation is to introduce the numerical tools that can be used to address the open questions mentioned above, and to highlight important results obtained by using those tools.
Approach
Initially, this work involved the use of a CFD code to model arbitrary hole shapes [2] . A single perforation and inlet and outlet regions were modelled, and were assumed to represent a spatially periodic arrangement of perforations. Owing to the small size of the perforation, flow through the hole was assumed to be incompressible, which reduces the computational demand entailed by this approach. A finite-length, broadband velocity input was applied to the system in the time domain, and the subsequent motion of the fluid was calculated, up to the point that the fluid motion stopped. At the same time, the pressure upstream and downstream of the perforation was sensed, and then Fourier transformed. That information, along with the Fourier transform of the input velocity, allowed the transfer impedance of the microperforated treatment to be calculated. This approach has been used to study both cylindrical [2] and tapered perforations [1] , and can be easily extended to accommodate arbitrary perforation geometries.
To study thermal effects and the influence of fluid-structure interaction, a different approach has been adopted [3] . In this case, finite element calculations based on the linearized Navier-Stokes equation along with the corresponding energy equation have been performed. Once again, a single perforation and the upand downstream fluid regions were modelled. When considering fluid-structure interaction, the solid component of the microperforated sheet was modelled using three-dimensional elastic elements.
Principal Results
The main outcome of the intial work based on incompressible CFD was that the resistive end correction results from shearing within the fluid exterior to the perforation rather than from shearing at the solid surface surrounding the perforation, as was suggested by Maa. Further, it was shown that the magnitude of the resistive end correction is essentially independent of frequency rather than being proportional to f 1/2 as was previously thought (i.e., the resistive end correction does not vanish at 0 Hz). Thus, standard theories of microperforated materials need to be revised in this respect.
Secondly, the finite element calculations based on the linearized Navier-Stokes equation along with the energy equation, have demonstrated that the effect of heat conduction is generally very small compared to viscous dissipation, although this effect increases with frequency and so may be significant under some circumstance. Further, it has been shown that that the thermal dissipation originates at the planar surfaces of the microperforated material rather than within the perforations themselves, as originally suggested by Maa. For essentially rigid microperforated materials, the thermal dissipation occurs on the incident side of the panel, while for flexible panels, thermal dissipation may occur on both faces of the panel.
Finally, it has also been demonstrated by using the fluid-structure interaction models that the transfer impedance of lightweight, and hence flexible, microperforated panels can be accurately calculated as the simple parallel addition of the impedance of an impervious limp film, and a rigid microperforated material.
That is, solution of the fully coupled problem is not, in general necessary. This simplicity results from the large disparity of the fluid velocity within the perforations and the velocity of the surrounding solid; that disparity itself results from the relatively small surface porosity of typical microperforated systems.
